Bohemian Rhapsody

I really love this movie. It is the biopic of the rock group Queen. It isn’t a documentary so the timeline is a bit out, after all you can only squeeze so much of the group’s history into a 2-hour movie. Some band members’ more salacious activities have been softly acknowledged. The music in this movie though is a catalogue of iconic hits that will soon have you stomping and clapping along, even if you don’t know the words.

DVD 791.43/BOHE

WHAT’S NEW

Island Home by Tim Winton

Island home is the story of how Winton’s relationship with the Australian landscape came to be and how it has determined his ideas, his writing and his life.

GE/WINT

The battles for Kokoda Plateau by David W. Cameron

On 21 July 1942, a large Japanese reconnaissance mission landed along the north-eastern coastline of Papua. This is the story of the three week battle that followed by a small Australian militia force supported by the 1st Papuan Infantry Battalion and the Royal Papuan constabulary to keep the Japanese at bay.

GQ/CAME

A marvellous life: the amazing story of Stan Lee by Danny Fingeroth

Stan Lee was the most famous American comic book creator who ever lived. This is a comprehensive biography which includes interviews with Stan himself along with colleagues, relatives, friends and detractors.

GI/FING
**Chyka Celebrate** by Chyka Keebaugh

Want tips and inspiration for celebrating occasions from around the world, look no further. Here you will find suggestions for hosting the perfect themed event from the Chinese New Year to Halloween.

648.8/KEEB

---

**Gaia’s garden: a guide to home-scale permaculture** by Toby Hemenway

Have a beautiful abundant garden that is fun and easy to create and also conserves water, grows edible and delicious food and provides a habitat beneficial for insects, birds and animals.

635.048/MEME

---

**London Secrets** by Janelle McCulloch

Uncover London’s most fascinating style and design secrets. Beautiful design hotels, hidden museums, glorious markets and restaurants, amazing gardens and botanical spaces and irresistible antique haunts.

747.22/MACC
Unnatural habits: a Phryne Fisher mystery by Kerry Greenwood

Pretty little girls are going missing and three of these girls are pregnant. The girls are from the harsh confines of the Magdalen Laundry. Polly Kettle decides to investigate and she too goes missing. It's up to Phryne and Dot to make the whole thing stop before something irreparable happens to all of them.

F/GREE

Mistletoe and mayhem by Kate Kingsbury

Cecily Sinclair Baxter and her staff are busy preparing for the Christmas holiday guests and family at the Pennyfoot Hotel. Everything is going well until a footman is found dead and a baby goes missing. The downstairs fear a serial killer, but Cecily is more worried about finding the baby.

F/KING

Murder of a smart cookie: a Scumble River mystery by Denise Swanson

Skye Denison has organized the First Annual Route 66 Yard Sale. Unfortunately, the yard sale brings out the worst in the usually neighbourly people. Cookie Caldwell, Skye’s former summer job boss has been found murdered and the chief suspect is Skye herself.

F/SWAN

Vampires, bones and treacle scones by Kaitlyn Dunnett

Liss MacCrimmon is organizing Moosetookalok, Maine’s Halloween fundraiser. The abandoned Chadwick mansion is a perfect setting for the Haunted House, especially when a very real-looking body with puncture marks on its neck is found among the decorations. Liss needs to watch her back as the killer is much closer than she thinks.

F/DUNN

Antidote to murder by Felicity Young

A scullery maid’s mutilated body is discovered in an East End pub. It is discovered that she had begged Dr Dody McCleland for termination for an unwanted pregnancy. The coroner recommends that Dody be tried for criminal abortion causing death. Another young woman’s body is found with the hallmarks of the same crime. Dody thinks the killer is a doctor gone rouge.

F/YOUN

Engaged to die by Carolyn Hart

Wealthy art patron Virginia announces her engagement to Jake O’Neill her much younger fiancé at a gala gallery opening and not all of her friends and family are pleased. Murder interrupts the grand celebration, and Annie Darling, a bookstore owner, has a vested interest in the solving of this case.

F/HART
GENERAL INTEREST

How to draw Manga: getting started: basic tools, tips and techniques for aspiring artists
The title says it all!
741.50952/HOWT

Collins learn how to draw cats by Darren Bennett
Drawing techniques explained and numerous illustrations with step by step drawings.
741.5/BENN

How to draw landscapes: step by step guide for beginners with 10 projects by Ian Sidaway
With different media such as graphite pencil, charcoal and pastel pencils you can learn to draw landscapes.
741.5/SIDA

LIBRARY HAPPENINGS—New International DVDs

Check out our new International DVD collection. Some great titles have already arrived, and there are still more to come.

and MORE...

We have DVDs, Audio Books, Music CDs, Magazines, the list is never ending so stop by and say hello to the helpful librarians and while you are here browse the shelves. You never know what treasures you will find.